True Crime Stories and the Politics of Literary Escapism:

Canada as a Fiction in the Imperial Genre
By Richard Sanders

him one of the 20th century’s most influential thinkers, saw in
2
espite $500-million spent on self-glorifying celebrations this dream-like canvas the “quest for the peaceable kingdom”
that
was,
he
argued,
the
defining
feature
of
Canada’s
entire
literof this country’s 150th anniversary, the story of Canada
contains much to be ashamed of. Plagued by centuries ary tradition. But what Frye left unsaid is that the fabled peaceaof genocide, slavery, land theft and other imperial felonies, the bleness so fancied by Canadian wordsmiths is utter hypocrisy, a
European occupation of this plot of land has amounted to a vast, hallucinatory national farce. Just as predators and prey never live
ongoing criminal enterprise. While Canada has a long painful side by side in serene nonviolent oneness, neither do conquering
history of colonial conquest, it has hidden much of this tragedy imperial powers treat subjugated nations with justice and peace.
behind triumphal cover stories that disguise this country’s true The fictive serenity of Hick’s art reflects, in Pollyannaish glory,
provenance as a stolen land plundered from Indigenous peoples. the flatulent rhetoric by which so much of Canada’s deluded litCanada is built on a vast foundation of legal fictions, erary tradition, both fiction and nonfiction, has absurdly marched.
This naïve mirage of peaceful coexistence is not just a
cultural constructs, religious fantasies, political fabrications and
utopia
towards which Canadian letters are questing. It is also
literary escapism. One longstanding national myth is that this
seen,
through
particularly rose-coloured glasses, as an early state
country is a global force for peace and moral goodness, destined
of
pristine
purity
from which Canada emerged. Reflecting on the
to spread blessed “Canadian values” to those less fortunate.
“garrison
mentality”
of Canadian literature, Frye noted that:
According to Canada’s most illustrious literary son, NorthAt the heart of all social mythology lies … a pastoral myth,
rop Frye, the whole “mood” of our nation is expressed in the
the vision of a social ideal. The pastoral myth in its most com“haunting vision of serenity” of a primitive surrealist painting by
mon form is associated with childhood, or with some earlier
Edward Hicks called “The Peaceable Kingdom,” circa 1834. (See
social condition — pioneer life, the small town, the habitant
a modified version on the front cover.) In the foreground we see
rooted to his land …. The nostalgia for a world of peace and
protection … is particularly strong in Canada. It is overpownormally vicious predators sitting cheek to cheek, and ever so
ering in our popular literature.3
passively, with blank-faced and cherubic white pioneer children.
The magic realism of Canada’s puerile peace mythology
With them are tender lambs and other tasty morsels of easy prey
1
has
cast
a potent spell over our literary imagination. From poetry
who, as Frye said, “stare past us with ... serenity.” It is a utopian
and
novels
to news stories and government reports, rosy selfvision of the Biblical prophet Isaiah, writ large on the North
images
have
enchanted Canadians into believing that, unlike our
American landscape. In the background, kindly European setUS
neighbours,
we are at peace with nature, natives and the world
tlers are seen parlaying peace with the Indians, generously offerat
large.
Centuries
of spouting this pompous cant about Canada’s
ing them blankets and other trinkets symbolising their good will.
inspired
peaceability
has created mass delusions akin to a state
Frye, whose genius as a literary critic and theorist made
religion. Blind trust in such whitewashed fairytales has
Indigenous Slaves and the Captivating turned the raw nightmare of Canadian colonialism into
glorious dreams of a golden age, both past and future.
Narratives of a Mythic Nation
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rocentrism, xenophobia, injustice, imperialism and war.
Far more difficult to root out than this bogus narrative
of Canadian exceptionalism, is the grand myth of Canada itself.
Despite all the official paperwork giving this country the appearance of reality — passports, stamps, currency, laws, history books,
maps and so many other convincing literary props and devices
— Canada itself is a work of fiction. It exists because, with genuine faith and confidence in its authenticity, we truly believe it
exists. Nation building is the ultimate confidence scheme.
To debunk the myths that make up Canada, we must wade
through a morass of lies, deceptions and distortions scattered
like false clues across an expansive, national crime scene. Like
detectives confronting an unfolding injustice, we, as characters
in this literary creation called Canada, must confront the truecrime mystery into which we’ve been written. By digging into
the ugly truths lurking behind our glowing national fables, we
may not only uncover hidden scandals but find the strength to
resist the ongoing crimes that spring from Canada’s colonial roots.
As captives of culture seeking escape from the fraudulent
literary landscape in which we are penned, we can at least arm
ourselves with some self-reflexive analyses drawn from literature. Since Canada is a crime scene, if not itself a true crime —
and we face the difficult task of resolving our place within this
work of metafiction — we can benefit by consulting fictive sleuths
who are similarly trapped within the world of literature.
For example, the life and art of Dashiell Hammett, a hardboiled former detective, screenwriter and radical activist, is instructive.5 His protagonists, like all detectives — real or otherwise — must confront characters whose narratives are elaborately framed falsifications. Hammett’s sleuths, as Columbia University English professor Steven Marcus has argued, deal “with
a series of deceptions” that “anyone involved will swear to” but
that are mere constructions, untruths and faked realities. Hammett’s private eyes strive to “decompose, deplot and defictionalize that ‘reality’ and to construct ... out of it a true fiction, i.e., an
account of what ‘really’ happened.” Hammett’s detectives, said
Marcus, “demystify the fictional — and therefore false — reality
created by the characters, crooks or not.” His gumshoes strive
to make the fictions of others visible as fictions, inventions,
concealments, falsehoods and mystifications. When a fiction
becomes visible as such, it begins to dissolve and disappear,
and presumably should reveal behind it the ‘real’ reality that
was there all the time and that it was masking.6
However, explains Marcus, Hammett’s private investigators, unlike most before or since, themselves engage in “fiction-making
activity.” To find the truth, they must “stir up” or provoke a response by positing a new narrative that may itself not be true.
To fall for the hype that Canada is, or ever was, a Peaceable Kingdom, we must turn a blind eye to historical reality.
Whether this “suspension of disbelief” is done willingly is debatable. When Romantic poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge coined
this phrase in 1817, he referred to poetry that infuses scenes of
nature with unreal, supernatural elements. This literary device,
he said, transfers “a semblance of truth sufficient to procure for
these shadows of imagination that willing suspension of disbelief for the moment, which constitutes poetic faith.”7 For 200 years,
this idea of literary faith has helped explain how consumers of
cultural works such as poetry, novels, plays and other fictions,
knowingly accept an artistic artifice to increase their enjoyment.
But what of citizens who place their faith in the literature

of official myths? Consumers of political and religious deceits
may be unsuspecting victims tricked into captivity by immoral
public relations experiments without having given their free, prior or informed consent. Those who accept the pretence of Canadian myths practise a form of literary escapism. While this concept is usually applied to those using imaginative entertainment
to distract their attention from unpleasant realities, the idea is
useful in understanding the public’s blind acceptance of legal
and religious fictions, political lies and beguiling national myths.
Carefully constructed feel-good narratives about Canadian wholesomeness have been used in a litany of political
speeches, slick corporate ads, news stories, edutaining docudramas, and that peculiar mix of all these fictive literary genres
— the “Heritage Minute.” These TV spots perfect the good-olddays view that Canada has always been an enlightened nation of
compassionate characters working together to build a peaceful,
benevolent country. Like a confidence artist’s sleight-of-hand,
the sugar-coated myth of “Canadian values” diverts attention away
from distressing truths not only about the tragedies of this country’s past, but the persistent habits of its imperial hubris.
Those who temporarily suspend their disbelief by accepting Canada’s official narrative of escapism may eventually accept that our myths are absurd and that the entire imagined nation can be seen as a hoax, a cultural fabrication cut from whole
cloth. Despite all the trappings that rubber-stamp this nation’s
illusory reality on paper, Canada is based on so many fictions
that its very existence can legitimately be called into question.
Fictive societies and their cults were also examined by
Hammett. One of his “obsessive imaginations,” said Marcus
was the notion of organised crime or gangs taking over an
entire society and running it as if it were an ordinary society
doing business as usual. In other words, society itself would
become a fiction, concealing and belying the actuality of what
was controlling it and perverting it from within.
To Hammett, “respectable society” is “as much a fiction and a
fraud” as the “phony respectable society fabricated by the criminals.” And, continued Marcus, Hammett’s “world of crime” is “a
reproduction ... of the modern capitalist society that it depends
on, preys off, and is part of.” While this view may seem fanciful,
it is useful, as a Hammett detective repeatedly says, to “stir things
up.”8 So, while seeing Canada as a true crime fiction in the imperial genre may be seen as a phony narrative creation, it is at least
as true as the official mythology that Canada is a respectable and
real country. Hopefully, the clash of these two opposing views
will help stir us towards greater truth and reconciliation.
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